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Abstract

The usual S5n epistemic model for a multi-agent system is based on a Kripke
frame, which is a graph whose edges are labeled with agents that do not dis-
tinguish between two states. We propose to uncover the higher dimensional
information implicit in this structure, by considering a dual, simplicial com-
plex model. We use dynamic epistemic logic (DEL) to study how an epistemic
simplicial complex model changes after a set of agents communicate with each
other. We concentrate on an action model that represents the so-called im-
mediate snapshot communication patterns of asynchronous agents, because it
is central to distributed computability (but our setting works for other com-
munication patterns). There are topological invariants preserved from the
initial epistemic complex to the one after the action model is applied, which
determine the knowledge that the agents gain after communication. Finally,
we describe how a distributed task specification can be modeled as a DEL
action model, and show that the topological invariants determine whether
the task is solvable. We thus provide a bridge between DEL and the topo-
logical theory of distributed computability, which studies task solvability in
a shared memory or message passing architecture.
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1. Introduction

Modal epistemic logic has been widely studied to reason about multi-
agent systems. The typical language extends propositional logic by adding n
modalities Ki representing the knowledge of agent i, and typically a Kripke
semantics is used.

1.1. Three goals

The usual S5n epistemic model for a multi-agent system is based on
a Kripke frame, a graph whose edges are labeled with agents that do not
distinguish between two states. A Kripke model is obtained by labelling the
states of the graph with atomic propositions, representing the knowledge of
the agents about a given situation. Our first goal is to expose the topological
information implicit in a Kripke model, replacing it by its dual, a simplicial
complex model. We prove that such a simplicial model is very closely related
to the usual Kripke model: there is an equivalence of categories between the
two structures. Thus, simplicial models retain the nice properties of Kripke
models, such as soundness and completeness w.r.t. to the logic S5n.

Our second goal is to show that when agents communicate with each
other, some topological invariants of the initial simplicial complex model are
preserved. In this context, a very natural setting is dynamic epistemic logic
(DEL) [1, 2] with action models [3]. We extend the duality to this setting by
defining a simplicial version of action models and a corresponding product
update operator. Thus, the product update of an initial simplicial model I
and an action model A yields a simplicial model I[A]. The possible patterns
of communication permitted by the action model determine the topological
invariants of I that are preserved in I[A].

A third goal is to show how DEL can be used as a specification tool. A
task is the equivalent of a function in distributed computability [4]. Agents
start with an input value, and after communicating with the others, produce
an output value. The task defines the possible inputs to the agents, and for
each set of inputs, it specifies the set of outputs that the agents may produce.
An important example is the consensus task, where all the agents must agree
on one of their input values. We use DEL in a novel way, to represent the task
itself. A Kripke model I represents the possible initial states of the system.
The task is specified by an action model T , which describes the output values
that the agents should be able to produce, as well as preconditions specifying
which inputs are allowed to produce which outputs. The product update of
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the input model I with T yields an epistemic model I[T ]
representing the knowledge that the agents should acquire in
order to solve the task. Once the task is specified, given an
action model A that represents some distributed protocol,
the product update of I with A yields a Kripke model I[A]
that models how agents perceive the world after the protocol
has been executed. The protocol A solves the task if there
exists a morphism δ that makes the diagram on the right
commute (Definition 2). This intuitively happens when there is sufficient
knowledge in I[A] to solve the task.

1.2. Distributed computability

Beyond the three goals stated above, we are concerned with constructing a
general framework that connects epistemic logic and fault-tolerant distributed
computability, because its intimate relation to topology is well understood [5].
Also, DEL has applications to numerous research areas, but to the best of our
knowledge it has not been used to study fault-tolerant distributed computing
systems.

In one direction, uncovering the higher-dimensional topological structure
hidden in Kripke models allows us to transport methods that have been used
successfully in the algebraic topological approach to fault-tolerant distributed
computability [5] to the realm of DEL. In particular, the knowledge gained
by applying an action model is intimately related to how well it preserves the
topology of the initial model. The benefit in the other direction is in providing
a formal epistemic logic semantics to distributed task computability. This
allows one to understand better the abstract topological arguments in terms
of how much knowledge is necessary to solve a task.

Many distributed computing systems have been considered in the past
e.g. [4, 6], and it is well-known that different systems have different compu-
tational power to solve tasks. The power of the system depends on the way
in which processes communicate with each other (the shared memory or mes-
sage passing primitives available), the failures that can happen (how many,
and their severity, such as crash or Byzantine), and their relative speeds
(synchronous, partially synchronous or asynchronous). And these features
in turn induce the topological invariants that determine the computational
power of the system. We concentrate on the most basic type of system, where
all topological properties are preserved, which is why it is the most impor-
tant case. We describe below one such model, where the communication is
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by simple read/write shared-memory operations, and asynchronous processes
may fail by crashing. We select this system to illustrate our framework with
a concrete example, but we stress that our framework can be applied to other
systems considered in the past.

We concentrate on the immediate snapshot setting of asynchronous wait-
free shared read/write memory, to illustrate the ideas with a concrete, simple
example. The setting is simple, yet it is central to distributed computability,
and has been thoroughly studied since papers such as [7, 8]. We define a
corresponding immediate snapshot action model. This model indeed fully
preserves the topology of the initial complex, as observed in earlier papers
e.g. [7, 8]. This model corresponds to wait-free asynchronous processes, which
means that the processes run at an arbitrary speed, independent from the
others, and never wait for events to happen in other processes.

There are known equivalences between task solvability in the immediate
snapshot model and other shared memory and message passing systems. The
immediate snapshot model can be used as a basis to study task solvability
in other more complex models, e.g. where the number of processes that can
crash is bounded or even where Byzantine failures are possible [5].

1.3. Related work

Modal logics of knowledge have been used as a formal tool for specifying
and reasoning about multiagent systems in distributed computing [9], artifi-
cial intelligence [10], and economics [11]. The most common semantics is the
relational semantics which were made popular by Kripke [12]. The idea of
“possible worlds” to describe an ontology goes back to Leibniz. Topological
semantics of modal logic is historically the first one and can be traced back to
the 1930’s and the subsequent influential paper [13]. The “possible worlds”
correspond to points of a topological space, and there is a well known connec-
tion between topological spaces and Kripke models, e.g. [14]. Our approach
seems to be new though, in the sense that instead of taking as the basic
element a “possible world”, we take as basic element the “perspectives of
the agents” (local states instead of global states) about such a world. Thus,
a possible world is represented by a set of compatible perspectives by the
agents, about the world being represented. An accessibility relation is then
induced when an agent has the same perspective of two different worlds. See
Examples 1, 2, and 3 in the next section.

Work on knowledge and distributed systems is of course one of the inspi-
rations of the present work [9], especially where connectivity [15, 16] is used.
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In the interpreted systems used in this approach (a kind of computationally
grounded semantics), a world is a vector composed of the local states of the
agents and the environment’s state. Interpreted systems and Kripke models
for multiagent systems are closely related [17, 18]. The frame structure ob-
tained is still a one-dimensional graph, while in our structure the local states
are the vertices of a higher-dimensional structure, a simplicial complex (we
do not consider the environment’s state).

The authors know of no previous work using DEL [1, 2] to study such
systems, and neither on directly connecting the combinatorial topological
setting of [5] with Kripke models. Let us mention, though, that there are
other categorical connections between Kripke frames and geometry e.g. [17].
Also, modal languages have been used to define regions in space (topological
spaces) [14, 19]. Work on relating the interpreted systems of [9] with Kripke
semantics, and applications to synchronous distributed systems communicat-
ing by broadcast [18], do not consider failures nor the underlying topological
structure of the states of the system. In [20], the author proposes a vari-
ant of (non dynamic) epistemic logic for a restricted form of wait-free task
specification that cannot account for important tasks such as consensus.

Similar to [21], we show that even though a problem may not explic-
itly mention the agents’ knowledge, it can in fact be restated as knowledge
gain requirements. Nevertheless, we exploit the “runs and systems” frame-
work in an orthogonal way, and the knowledge requirements we obtain are
about inputs; common knowledge in the case of consensus, but other forms of
nested knowledge for other tasks. In contrast, the knowledge of precondition
principle of [21] implies that common knowledge is a necessary condition for
performing simultaneous actions.

DEL is often thought of as inherently being capable of modeling only
agents that are synchronous, but as discussed in [22], this is not the case.
More recently, [23] proposes a variant of public announcement logic for asyn-
chronous systems that introduces two different modal operators for sending
and receiving messages. A similar approach of asynchronous announcement
has been taken in [24], furthermore showing that on multi-agent epistemic
models, each formula in asynchronous announcement logic is equivalent to
a formula in epistemic logic. We show here that DEL can naturally model
the knowledge in an asynchronous distributed system, at least as far as it
is concerned with task solvability. Further work is needed to study more in
depth the knowledge that is represented in this way.

Finally, note that our formulation of carrier maps as products has been
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partially observed in [25].

1.4. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the

new model for epistemic logic, based on chromatic simplicial complexes, and
shows that the corresponding category is equivalent to the category of Kripke
models. Also, we show how to reformulate the usual semantics of formulas
in Kripke models, in terms of simplicial models. Section 3 describes our
adaptation of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) to simplicial models, and the
particular action model for distributed computing that we use to illustrate
our ideas. Section 4 explains how to use DEL in an innovative way, to specify
a distributed task. Then it presents several well-known task solvability results
in the distributed computing literature, from the epistemic logic perspective,
using our framework. Conclusions and open problems are in Section 5.

2. A simplicial model for epistemic logic

We describe here the new kind of model for epistemic logic, based on
chromatic simplicial complexes. The link between S5n, DEL and distributed
computing will be developed in the next sections. We begin in Section 2.1
developing the dual of Kripke frames in terms of simplicial complexes. Then
we extend the ideas to models, proving the equivalence of the simplicial model
and the Kripke model categories, in Section 2.2. Also, we reformulate the
usual semantics of formulas in Kripke models, in terms of simplicial models.
The equivalence is under a locality restriction, which is discussed and lifted
in Section 2.3.

Syntax. Let AP be a countable set of propositional variables and A a finite
set of agents. The language of epistemic logic formulas LK(A,AP), or just LK
if A and AP are implicit, is generated by the following BNF grammar:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | Kaϕ p ∈ AP , a ∈ A
We are also interested in epistemic logic with common knowledge operators.
We write LCK(A,AP) for the language of these formulas, defined by:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | Kaϕ | CBϕ p ∈ AP , a ∈ A, B ⊆ A

We denote by S5n and S5Cn the deduction systems associated to LK and LCK,
respectively. The proof theory of epistemic logics can be found in [2]; in the
rest of the paper, we focus mostly on studying models. In the following, we
work with n+ 1 agents, and write A = {a0, . . . , an}.
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2.1. Simplicial complexes and Kripke frames

Given a set V , a simplicial complex C is a family of non-empty finite
subsets of V such that for all X ∈ C, Y ⊆ X implies Y ∈ C. We say Y is
a face of X. Elements of V (identified with singletons) are called vertices.
Elements of C are simplexes, and those which are maximal w.r.t. inclusion
are facets. The set of vertices of C is noted V(C), and the set of facets F(C).
The dimension of a simplex X ∈ C is |X|−1, and a simplex of dimension n is
called an n-simplex. A simplicial complex C is pure if all its facets are of the
same dimension, n. In this case, we say C is of dimension n. Given the set A
of agents (that we will represent as colors), a chromatic simplicial complex
〈C, χ〉 consists of a simplicial complex C and a coloring map χ : V(C)→ A,
such that for all X ∈ C, all the vertices of X have distinct colors.

Let C and D be two simplicial complexes. A simplicial map f : C → D
maps the vertices of C to vertices of D, such that if X is a simplex of C,
f(X) is a simplex of D. A chromatic simplicial map between two chromatic
simplicial complexes is a simplicial map that preserves colors. Let SA be
the category of pure chromatic simplicial complexes on A, with chromatic
simplicial maps for morphisms.

A Kripke frame M = 〈S,∼〉 over a set A of agents consists of a set of
states S and a family of equivalence relations on S, written ∼a for every
a ∈ A. Two states u, v ∈ S such that u ∼a v are said to be indistinguishable
by a. A Kripke frame is proper if any two states can be distinguished by
at least one agent. Notice that being proper means that the intersection
of all equivalence relations ∼a is the identity; this may reveal interesting
parallels with distributed knowledge (a formula that is true in all states in
the intersection relation), see e.g. [9]. Let M = 〈S,∼〉 and N = 〈T,∼′〉 be
two Kripke frames. A morphism from M to N is a function f from S to
T such that for all u, v ∈ S, for all a ∈ A, u ∼a v implies f(u) ∼′a f(v).
We write KA for the category of proper Kripke frames, with morphisms of
Kripke frames as arrows.

The following theorem states that we can canonically associate a proper
Kripke frame with a pure chromatic simplicial complex, and vice versa. In
fact, this correspondence extends to morphisms, and thus we have an equiv-
alence of categories, meaning that the two structures contain the same infor-
mation.

Theorem 1. SA and KA are equivalent categories.
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Proof. We construct functors F : SA → KA and G : KA → SA as follows.
Let C be a pure chromatic simplicial complex on the set of agents A. Its

associated Kripke frame is F (C) = 〈S,∼〉, where S is the set of facets of C,
and the equivalence relation ∼a, for each a ∈ A, is defined as X ∼a Y (for
X and Y facets of C) if a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ).

For a morphism f : C → D in SA, we define F (f) : F (C) → F (D)
that takes a facet X of C to its image f(X), which is a facet of D since f
is a chromatic map. Assume X and Y are facets of C such that X ∼a Y
in F (C), that is, a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ). So there is a vertex v ∈ V(C) such that
v ∈ X ∩ Y and χ(v) = a. Then f(v) ∈ f(X) ∩ f(Y ) and χ(f(v)) = a, so
a ∈ χ(f(X) ∩ f(Y )). Therefore, f(X) ∼a f(Y ), and F (f) is a morphism of
Kripke frames.

Conversely, consider a Kripke frame M = 〈S,∼〉 on the set of agents
A = {a0, . . . , an}. Intuitively, what we want to do is take one n-simplex
{vs0, . . . , vsn} for each s ∈ S, and glue them together according to the indis-
tiguishability relation. Formally, let V = {vsi | s ∈ S, 0 ≤ i ≤ n}, and equip
it with the equivalence relation R defined by vsi R vs

′
i if and only if s ∼ai s′.

Then define G(M) whose vertices are the equivalence classes [vsi ] ∈ V/R, and
whose simplexes are of the form {[vs0], . . . , [vsn]} for s ∈ S, as well as their
sub-simplexes. The coloring map is given by χ([vsi ]) = ai. It is a well-defined
chromatic simplicial complex since all elements of an equivalence class of R
have the same color. The facets are exactly the {[vs0], . . . , [vsn]} for s ∈ S,
since the Kripke frame M is proper, we never equate two facets.

Now let f : M → N be a morphism in KA. We define G(f) : G(M) →
G(N) that maps a vertex [vsi ] of G(M) to the vertex [v

f(s)
i ] of G(N). This

map is well-defined (i.e., the image of a vertex does not depend on the cho-
sen representative) because f is a morphism of Kripke frames, and thus it
preserves the indistinguishability relations. It is easily checked that this is
moreover a simplicial map.

Consider now a Kripke frameM = 〈S,∼〉 inKA with agent set A. FG(M)
is the Kripke frame N = 〈T,∼′〉 such that T is the set of facets of G(M). But
we have seen above that the facets of G(M) are of the form {[vs0], . . . , [vsn]}
(where s ∈ S), therefore, T is in bijection with S. Finally, in FG(M), X ∼′a
Y if and only if a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ), where χ is the coloring, in G(M), of X and
Y which are facets in G(M). But facets in G(M) are just in direct bijection
with the worlds of M , i.e. X = {[vs0], . . . , [vsn]} and Y = {[vt0], . . . , [vtn]} where
s, t ∈ M . Note that χ([vsi ]) = ai and χ([vti ]) = ai so a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ) means
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that a = ai for some i and vsi R vti . This can only be the case, by definition
of G(M) if s ∼ai t. This proves that FG(M) and M are isomorphic frames.

Conversely, let C ∈ SA be a pure chromatic simplicial complex. Given a
vertex v ∈ V(C) colored by ai, we denote by v̂ the set of all the facets of C
which contain v. By definition, v̂ is an equivalence class of the relation ∼ai in
the Kripke frame F (C). Therefore, it induces an ai-colored vertex of GF (C),
which we write f(v). It is easy to check that the map f is a bijection between
the vertices of C and those of GF (C). Moreover, the facets of GF (C) are of
the form Xw = {[vw0 ], . . . , [vwn ]}, where w is a world of F (C), that is, a facet
of C. So, we have a bijection between the facets of C and those of GF (C).
This bijection is given precisely by f . Indeed, a facet Y = {v0, . . . , vn} of C
is sent to f(Y ) = {f(v0), . . . , f(vn)}. But since each vertex vi ∈ Y , we have
v̂i = [Y ]ai , and therefore f(Y ) = XY . Hence C and GF (C) are isomorphic
and therefore, SA and KA are equivalent categories.

Example 1. The picture below shows a Kripke frame (left) and its associated
chromatic simplicial complex (right). The three agents, named b, g, w, are
represented as colors black, grey and white on the vertices of the simplicial
complex. The three worlds of the Kripke frame correspond to the three
triangles (i.e., 2-dimensional simplexes) of the simplicial complex. The two
worlds indistinguishable by agent b, are glued along their black vertex; the
two worlds indistinguishable by agents g and w are glued along the grey-and-
white edge.

g, w b
F

G

We now decorate our simplicial complexes with atomic propositions in
order to get a notion of simplicial model.

2.2. Simplicial models and Kripke models

For technical reasons, we restrict to models where all the atomic propo-
sitions are saying something about some local value held by one particular
agent. All the examples that we are interested in will fit in that framework.
Let V be some countable set of values, and AP = {pa,x | a ∈ A, x ∈ V} be
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the set of atomic propositions. Intuitively, pa,x is true if agent a holds the
value x. We write APa for the atomic propositions concerning agent a.

A simplicial model M = 〈C, χ, `〉 consists of a pure chromatic simplicial
complex 〈C, χ〉 of dimension n, and a labeling ` : V(C) → P(AP) that
associates with each vertex v ∈ V(C) a set of atomic propositions concerning
agent χ(v), i.e., such that `(v) ⊆ APχ(v). Given a facet X = {v0, . . . , vn} ∈
C, we write `(X) =

⋃n
i=0 `(vi). A morphism of simplicial models f : M →M ′

is a chromatic simplicial map that preserves the labeling: `′(f(v)) = `(v). We
denote by SMA,AP the category of simplicial models over the set of agents A
and atomic propositions AP .

A Kripke model M = 〈S,∼, L〉 consists of a Kripke frame 〈S,∼〉 and a
function L : S →P(AP). Intuitively, L(s) is the set of atomic propositions
that are true in the state s. A Kripke model is proper if the underlying
Kripke frame is proper. A Kripke model is local if for every agent a ∈ A,
s ∼a s′ implies L(s)∩APa = L(s′)∩APa, i.e., an agent always knows its own
values. Let M = 〈S,∼, L〉 and M ′ = 〈S ′,∼′, L′〉 be two Kripke models on
the same set AP . A morphism of Kripke models f : M →M ′ is a morphism
of the underlying Kripke frames such that L′(f(s)) = L(s) for every state s
in S. We write KMA,AP for the category of local proper Kripke models.

We can now extend the two maps F and G of Theorem 1 to an equivalence
between simplicial models and Kripke models.

Theorem 2. SMA,AP and KMA,AP are equivalent categories.

Proof. We describe the functors F : SM → KM and G : KM→ SM. On
the underlying Kripke frame and simplicial complex, they act the same as in
the proof of Theorem 1.

Given a simplicial model M = 〈C, χ, `〉, we associate the Kripke model
F (M) = 〈F(C),∼, L〉 where the labeling L of a facet X ∈ F(C) is given by
L(X) =

⋃
v∈X `(v). This Kripke model is local since X ∼a Y means that X

and Y share an a-colored vertex v, so L(X) ∩ APa = L(Y ) ∩ APa = `(v).
Conversely, given a Kripke model M = 〈S,∼, L〉, the underlying sim-

plicial complex of G(M) is obtained by gluing together n-simplexes of the
form {vs0, . . . , vsn}, with s ∈ S. We label the vertex vsi (colored by ai) by
`(vsi ) = L(s)∩APai . This is well defined because two vertices vsi and vs

′
i are

identified whenever s ∼ai s′, so L(s)∩APai = L(s′)∩APai since M is local.
The action of F and G on morphisms is the same as in Theorem 1. It is

easy to check that the additional properties of morphisms between models
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are verified. Checking that FG(M) ' M and GF (M) ' M also works the
same as in the previous theorem.

Example 2. The situation where each agent gets an input value from some
base set of possible input values is often considered in distributed computing,
e.g. [5]. Each agent knows its own input value, but doesn’t know which value
has been received by the other agents. Furthermore, any assignment of input
values to the agents is possible. The binary case, where the set of possible
input values is of size 2 is particularly interesting. The figure below shows
the binary input complex and its associated Kripke model, for 2 and 3 agents.
Notice that every possible combination of 0’s and 1’s is a possible world.

In the Kripke model, the agents are called b, g, w, and the labeling L of the
possible worlds is represented as a sequence of values, e.g., 101, representing
the values chosen by the agents b, g, w (in that order). In the 3-agents case,
the labels of the dotted edges have been omitted to avoid overloading the
picture, as well as other edges that can be deduced by transitivity.

In the simplicial model, agents are represented as colors (black, grey, and
white). The labeling ` is represented as a single value in a vertex, e.g., “1”
in a grey vertex means that agent g has chosen value 1. The possible worlds
correspond to edges in the 2-agents case, and triangles in the 3-agents case.

01 0 1

00 11

10 0 1

g

w g

w

111

011101

001

110

010100

000

gwbw

gw bw

bg bw

bg

gw

bg

It is well known in the context of distributed computing [5] that the binary
input simplicial complex for n+1 agents is homeomorphic to an n-dimensional
sphere. Thus, it is sometimes called the combinatorial n-sphere.

Example 3. Consider the following situation. There are three agents black,
grey and white, and a deck of four cards, {0, 1, 2, 3}. One card is given to
each agent, and the last card is kept hidden. Each agent knows its own card,
but not the other agents’ cards. So, the atomic propositions indicate that
“agent a has card x”. This situation also appears in distributed computing,
related to renaming problems, e.g. [26], or Chapter 12 of [5].

The simplicial model corresponding to that situation is depicted below
on the left. The color of vertices indicate the corresponding agent, and
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the labeling is its card. In the planar drawing, vertices that appear several
times with the same color and value should be identified. The arrows A
and B indicate how the edges should be glued together. What we obtain is
a triangulated torus. If the deck of cards is {0, 1, 2}, we get the figure on the
right, where the two white vertices (with card 0) should be identified, as well
as the two black ones.

Thus, Theorem 2 says that simplicial models are closely related to Kripke
models. Keeping that translation in mind, we can reformulate the usual
semantics of formulas in Kripke models, in terms of simplicial models.

Definition 1. We define the satisfaction relation M,X |= ϕ determining
when a formula ϕ is true in some epistemic state (M,X). Let M = 〈C, χ, `〉
be a simplicial model, X ∈ F(C) a facet of C and ϕ ∈ LCK(A,AP).

M,X |= p iff p ∈ `(X)
M,X |= ¬ϕ iff M,X 6|= ϕ
M,X |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff M,X |= ϕ and M,X |= ψ
M,X |= Kaϕ iff for all Y ∈ F(C), a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ) implies M,Y |= ϕ
M,X |= CBϕ iff for all Y ∈ F(C), X R∗B Y implies M,Y |= ϕ

where R∗B denotes the transitive closure of the relation RB defined by X RB Y
if there exists some agent a ∈ B such that a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ).

We can show that this definition of truth agrees with the usual one (which
we write |=K to avoid confusion) on the corresponding Kripke model.

Proposition 1. Given a simplicial model M and a facet X, M,X |= ϕ
iff F (M), X |=K ϕ. Conversely, given a local proper Kripke model N and
state s, N, s |=K ϕ iff G(N), G(s) |= ϕ, where G(s) is the facet {vs0, . . . , vsn}
of G(N).
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Proof. This is straightforward by induction on the formula ϕ.

It is well-known that the axiom system S5n is sound and complete with
respect to the class of Kripke models [2]. Since we restrict here to local
Kripke models, we need to add the following axiom (or axiom schema, if V
is infinite), saying that every agent knows which values it holds:

Loc =
∧

a∈A,x∈V

Ka(pa,x) ∨Ka(¬pa,x)

Note that a similar locality condition has been introduced in [27], also
axiomatized by a formula depending on atoms (and not just on the underlying
frame structure). These formulas depending on atoms are rather rare in the
literature, but can also be found in distributed computing related epistemic
logics, where e.g. public announcements can be lost during transmission [28].

Corollary 1. The axiom system S5n +Loc is sound and complete w.r.t. the
class of simplicial models.

Proof. We first adapt the proof of [2] for S5n, to show that S5n + Loc is
sound and complete w.r.t. the class of local proper Kripke models. At the
end, we translate this result into simplicial models.

Soundness. If ϕ is provable in S5n + Loc, then it is true in every state of
every proper local Kripke model. Indeed, it is well known that all the deduc-
tion rules of S5n are admissible in all Kripke models; we only have to check
that local Kripke models satisfy the Loc axiom, which is straightforward.

Completeness. If ϕ ∈ LK is true in every proper local Kripke model, then it is
provable. The usual proof for S5n [2] proceeds by contraposition: assuming ϕ
is not provable, we construct a model in which ϕ is false. This model is called
the canonical model.

A set Γ of formulas is consistent if Γ 6`S5n+Loc ⊥, and maximal if there
is no greater consistent set Γ′ ) Γ. The canonical model M c is defined as
M c = 〈Sc,∼c, Lc〉, where:

• Sc = {Γ | Γ is a consistent and maximal set of formulas}

• Γ ∼ca ∆ iff {Kaϕ | Kaϕ ∈ Γ} = {Kaϕ | Kaϕ ∈ ∆}

• Lc(Γ) = Γ ∩ AP
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The usual machinery on the canonical model shows that if ϕ is not provable
in S5n + Loc, then there is Γ such that M c,Γ 6|= ϕ. We only have to check
that M c is proper and local. First notice that if Γ is consistent and maximal,
then pa,x ∈ Γ ⇔ Ka(pa,x) ∈ Γ. The right-to-left direction follows from the
truth axiom Kaϕ⇒ ϕ. For the converse, assume pa,x ∈ Γ and Ka(pa,x) /∈ Γ.
Then we must have Ka(¬pa,x) ∈ Γ because of the Loc axiom, which implies
¬pa,x ∈ Γ, and thus Γ would be inconsistent.

M c is local: assume Γ ∼ca ∆, we show that Lc(Γ)∩APa = Lc(∆)∩APa.
Indeed, pa,x ∈ Γ⇔ Ka(pa,x) ∈ Γ⇔ Ka(pa,x) ∈ ∆⇔ pa,x ∈ ∆.

M c is proper: assume that for all a, Γ ∼ca ∆. Then we show by a
straightforward induction on ϕ that ϕ ∈ Γ⇔ ϕ ∈ ∆, i.e., Γ = ∆.

Using Proposition 1, we can now transpose this result into simplicial
models. Suppose a formula ϕ is true for every local proper Kripke model
and any state. Then given a simplicial model and facet (M,X), since by
assumption F (M), X |=K ϕ, we also have M,X |= ϕ by Proposition 1. So ϕ
is true in every simplicial model. Similarly, the converse also holds.

Remark that Corollary 1 works only for epistemic logic formulas in LK ,
without common knowledge operators. When we include common knowledge,
it seems that the axiom system S5Cn + Loc should be sound and complete,
but the usual proof for Kripke models [2] is not as easy to adapt. So this
remains an open question for now. The next theorem states that morphisms
of simplicial models cannot “gain knowledge about the world”. This will be
useful in Section 4 when we formulate the solvability of a task as the existence
of some morphism.

Theorem 3 (knowledge gain). Consider simplicial models M = 〈C, χ, `〉
and M ′ = 〈C ′, χ′, `′〉, and a morphism f : M → M ′. Let X ∈ F(C) be a
facet of M , a an agent, and ϕ ∈ LCK a positive formula, i.e. which does
not contain negations except, possibly, in front of atomic propositions. Then,
M ′, f(X) |= ϕ implies M,X |= ϕ.

Proof. We proceed by induction on ϕ. First, for p an atomic proposition,
since morphisms preserve valuations, we have M ′, f(Y ) |= p iff M,Y |= p.
Thus the theorem is true for (possibly negated) atomic propositions. The
case of the conjunction follows trivially from the induction hypothesis.

Suppose now that M ′, f(X) |= Kaϕ. In order to show M,X |= Kaϕ,
assume that a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ) for some facet Y , and let us prove M,Y |= ϕ.
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Let v be the a-colored vertex in X ∩ Y . Then f(v) ∈ f(X) ∩ f(Y ) and
χ(f(v)) = a. So a ∈ χ(f(X) ∩ f(Y )) and thus M ′, f(Y ) |= ϕ. By induction
hypothesis, we obtain M,Y |= ϕ. Finally, suppose that M ′, f(X) |= CBϕ.
We want to show that M,X |= CBϕ, i.e., for every Y reachable from X
following a sequence of simplexes sharing a B-colored vertex, M,Y |= ϕ. By
the same reasoning as in the Ka case, f(Y ) is B-reachable from f(X), so
M ′, f(Y ) |= ϕ, and thus M,Y |= ϕ.

The restriction on ϕ being positive forbids formulas saying something
about what an agent does not know. Indeed, one can “gain” the knowledge
that some agent does not know something; but this is not relevant informa-
tion for solving the tasks that we have in mind.

2.3. The case of non-local Kripke models

Let us assume we are given a Kripke model, and we want to understand
it geometrically. Theorem 2 gives us a way to translate a Kripke model
into a simplicial model, with two restrictions: the original model must be
proper and local. Being proper is not a very stong requirement, since most
practical situations usually produce proper Kripke frames. However, the
locality condition might seem quite restrictive. Indeed, we can think of many
situations where some properties of the worlds do not take the form of a value
held by one of the agents.

For instance, in Example 3, we could have wanted an atomic proposition
representing the value of the remaining card that was not dealt to any of
the agents. We cannot assign the hidden card to one of the agents, because
none of them knows what its value is. Thus, this is a non-local situation.
However, in this particular example, we did not need an atomic proposition
for the hidden card, because this information would be redundant: we can
recover it from the values of the cards that were dealt to the agents.

In this section, we will show that it is always possible to do this trick, as
long as the underlying Kripke frame is finite. Starting with a finite (proper)
non-local Kripke model M , we will construct a local Kripke model M loc (with
a new set of atomic propositions), such that every formula ϕ on M can be
translated to a formula ϕloc on M loc which is equivalent.

Thus, in this section only, AP denotes an arbitrary set of atomic propo-
sitions. Let M = 〈S, (∼a)a∈A, L〉 be a proper Kripke model on AP , where
the set S is finite. For each agent a ∈ A, we write Xa = S

/
∼a for the set

of equivalence classes of ∼a. For s ∈ S, we write [s]a ∈ Xa the equivalence
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class of s. Then we take one atomic proposition symbol for each agent and
equivalence class, which gives us a new set of atomic propositions AP loc:

AP loc = {Ea,x | a ∈ A and x ∈ Xa}

We now define a Kripke model M loc = 〈S, (∼a)a∈A, Lloc〉 on AP loc, with the
same underlying Kripke frame 〈S,∼〉 as M , and the labeling Lloc : S →
P(AP loc) is defined as Lloc(s) = {Ea,[s]a | a ∈ A}.

Proposition 2. The Kripke model M loc is proper and local.

Proof. It is proper since it has the same underlying Kripke frame as M ,
which is proper. To check locality, suppose s ∼a s′. Then Lloc(s) ∩ AP loc

a =
{Ea,[s]a} = Lloc(s′) ∩ AP loc

a , since [s]a = [s′]a.

We now want to translate every formula ϕ ∈ LCK(AP) to a formula
ϕloc ∈ LCK(AP loc), such that for every world s ∈ S, M, s |= ϕ iff M loc, s |=
ϕloc. First, remark that, since M is proper, every world s ∈ S is uniquely
determined by the set of equivalence relations {[s]a | a ∈ A}. Thus, we
can translate every atomic proposition p ∈ AP as follows. Let Vp = {s ∈
S | p ∈ L(s)} be the set of worlds where p is true in M . We then define
ploc =

∨
s∈Vp

∧
a∈AEa,[s]a . This is well-defined because Vp ⊆ S is finite. The

above remark says that, in M loc, the formula
∧
a∈AEa,[s]a is true exactly in the

world s. So, the formula ploc is true exactly in the worlds of Vp, i.e., M, s |= p
iff M loc, s |= ploc. It is now straightforward to extend this translation to
every formula ϕ ∈ LCK(AP): we just replace every occurrence of an atomic
proposition p by ploc. This gives us a formula ϕloc ∈ LCK(AP loc), and by a
trivial induction we get:

Theorem 4. For every s ∈ S, M, s |= ϕ iff M loc, s |= ϕloc.

Therefore, through this translation, even the non-local Kripke models can
be interpreted geometrically. The only really relevant condition is that the
underlying Kripke frame must be proper. Notice however that the modelM loc

might contain more information than M : given a formula ψ ∈ LCK(AP loc),
there might be no equivalent formula ϕ ∈ LCK(AP).

3. DEL via simplicial complexes

We describe here our adaptation of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) to
simplicial models, and then we define one particular action model which
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is fundamental in distributed computing. We start by recalling some DEL
notions in Section 3.1. Then in Section 3.2, we describe the distributed com-
puting action model example that will be further studied in the next section.
Some basic topological properties about this action model are included in
Section 3.3.

3.1. DEL basic notions

DEL is the study of modal logics of model change [1, 2]. A modal logic
studied in DEL is obtained by using action models [3], which are relational
structures that can be used to describe a variety of informational actions.
An action can be thought of as an announcement made by the environment,
which is not necessarily public, in the sense that not all agents receive these
announcements. An action model describes all the possible actions that
might happen, as well as how they affect the different agents. The key
notion of DEL that we will use is the so-called product-update operation:
given an epistemic model M and an action model A, the product update
M [A] is a new model which describes all the new possible worlds after an
action from A has occurred in M . In this section, we will define three flavors
of this product update operation. First, we recall the usual notion of action
model and product update, where M is a Kripke model. Then, we define
a hybrid version of the product update model, where M is now a simplicial
model, but A is the usual notion of action model. Finally, we describe a fully
simplicial version, where both M and A are given as simplicial complexes.
We then prove formally that these three notions of product update agree.

Dynamic Epistemic Logic. An action model is a structure 〈T,∼, pre〉, where T
is a domain of action points, such that for each a ∈ A, ∼a is an equivalence
relation on T , and pre : T → LK is a function that assigns a precondition
formula pre(t) to each t ∈ T . For an initial Kripke model M , the effect of
action model A is a Kripke model M [A]. Let M = 〈S,∼, L〉 be a Kripke
model and A = 〈T,∼, pre〉 be an action model. The product update model
is M [A] = 〈S[A],∼[A], L[A]〉, where each world of S[A] is a pair (s, t) with

s ∈ S, t ∈ T such that pre(t) holds in s. Then, (s, t) ∼[A]
a (s′, t′) whenever it

holds that s ∼a s′ and t ∼a t′. The valuation L[A] at a pair (s, t) is just as
it was at s, i.e., L[A]((s, t)) = L(s).

Proposition 3. Let M be a local proper Kripke model and A = 〈T,∼, pre〉
a proper action model, then M [A] is proper and local.
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Proof. M [A] is proper: let (s, t) and (s′, t′) be two distinct states of M [A].
Then either s 6= s′ or t 6= t′, and in both cases, since M and A are proper,
at least one agent can distinguish between the two. Now, M [A] is local:

suppose (s, t) ∼[A]
a (s′, t′). Then in particular s ∼a s′ and since M is local,

L(s)∩APa = L(s′)∩APa. The same goes for L[A] since it just copies L.

A simplicial complex version of the product update. We now define a variant
of DEL, where we start with a simplicial model M instead of a Kripke model;
and the product update model M [A] that we obtain at the end should also
be a simplicial model. To understand the following definitions, the reader
should keep in mind the translation between Kripke models and simplicial
ones (see Theorem 2).

Let M = 〈C, χ, `〉 be a simplicial model, and A = 〈T,∼, pre〉 be a proper
action model. The product update simplicial model M [A] = 〈C[A], χ[A],
`[A]〉 is defined as follows. Intuitively, the facets of C[A] should correspond
to pairs (X, t) where X ∈ FC is a facet of M and t ∈ T is an action
of A, such that M,X |= pre(t). Moreover, two such facets (X, t) and (Y, t′)
should be glued along their a-colored vertex whenever a ∈ χ(X ∩ Y ) and
t ∼a t′. Formally, the vertices of C[A] are pairs (v, E) where v ∈ V(C) is a
vertex of M ; E is an equivalence class of ∼χ(v); and v belongs to some facet
X ∈ F(C) such that there exists t ∈ E such that M,X |= pre(t). Such a
vertex keeps the color and labeling of its first component: χ[A](v, E) = χ(v)
and `[A](v, E) = `(v).

Example 4. Below is depicted an example with three agents, where M
consists of two worlds X and Y , and A has two actions t1 and t2. The grey
agent is the only one which cannot distinguish between the two actions. The
precondition pre(t1) is true in both X and Y , but pre(t2) is true only in Y .

X Y

M

t1

t2

g

A

X, t1 Y, t1 Y, t2

M [A]

The advantage of this “hybrid” product update is that it mimics closely
the classic definition; thus, it should be easier to understand for readers
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already familiar with DEL. In the following, we define yet another product
update operation, where both M and A are simplicial. This will help us
uncover the geometric structure of this operation.

A fully simplicial version of the product update. We can extend the trans-
lation of DEL into simplicial complexes by noticing that the action model
A = 〈T,∼, pre〉 merely consists of a Kripke frame 〈T,∼〉 along with precon-
dition formulas. By applying Theorem 1 to the underlying Kripke frame, we
obtain a simplicial counterpart of action models. A simplicial action model
〈T, χ, pre〉 consists of a pure chromatic simplicial complex 〈T, χ〉, where the
facets F(T ) represent communicative actions, and pre assigns to each facet
X ∈ F(T ) a precondition formula pre(X) in LK.

Before defining the corresponding product update operation, we first need
to define the Cartesian products in the category of chromatic simplicial com-
plexes. Given two pure chromatic simplicial complexes C and T of dimension
n, the Cartesian product C × T is the following pure chromatic simplicial
complex of dimension n. Its vertices are of the form (u, v) with u ∈ V(C)
and v ∈ V(T ) such that χ(u) = χ(v); the color of (u, v) is χ((u, v)) = χ(u) =
χ(v). Its simplexes are of the form X × Y = {(u0, v0), . . . , (uk, vk)} where
X = {u0, . . . , uk} ∈ C, Y = {v0, . . . , vk} ∈ T and χ(ui) = χ(vi).

Let M = 〈C, χ, `〉 be a simplicial model, and A = 〈T, χ, pre〉 be a simpli-
cial action model. The product update simplicial model M [A] = 〈C[A], χ[A],
`[A]〉 is a simplicial model whose underlying simplicial complex is a sub-
complex of the Cartesian product C × T , induced by all the facets of the
form X × Y such that pre(Y ) holds in X, i.e., M,X |= pre(Y ). The
valuation ` : V(C[A]) → P(AP) at a pair (u, v) is just as it was at u:
`[A]((u, v)) = `(u).

Recall from Theorem 2 the two functors F and G that define an equiva-
lence of categories between simplicial models and Kripke models. We have a
similar correspondence between action models and simplicial action models,
which we still write F and G. On the underlying Kripke frame and simpli-
cial complex they are the same as before; and the precondition of an action
point is just copied to the corresponding facet. Proposition 4 says that the
“hybrid” product update and the “fully simplicial” one give the same result.

Proposition 4. Let M be a simplicial model, and A an action model. G(A)
is the associated simplicial action model. Then the simplicial models M [A]
and M [G(A)] are isomorphic.
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Proof. By definition of the hybrid product update M [A], its vertices are
of the form (u,E) where u is a vertex of M and E an equivalence class
of ∼χ(u). On the other hand, the vertices of the product update M [G(A)]
are of the form (u, v) where u is a vertex of M and v a vertex of G(A). But
by definition of G (see the proof of Theorem 1), v corresponds precisely to
an equivalence class of ∼χ(u). This gives us a bijection between the vertices
of M [A] and those of M [G(A)]. There remains to check that both directions
of the bijection are actually simplicial maps, which is straightforward.

The following proposition says that the “classic” product update agrees
with the “fully simplicial” one.

Proposition 5. Consider a simplicial model M and simplicial action model
A, and their corresponding Kripke model F (M) and action model F (A).
Then, the Kripke models F (M [A]) and F (M)[F (A)] are isomorphic. The
same is true for G, starting with a Kripke model M and action model A.

Proof. The main observation is that both constructions of product update
model rely on a notion of Cartesian product (in the category of pure chro-
matic simplicial complexes for M [A], and in the category of Kripke frames
for F (M)[F (A)]). These are both Cartesian products in the categorical
sense, therefore they are preserved by the functor F because it is part of
an equivalence of category: given C and T the underlying chromatic simpli-
cial complexes of M and A respectively, we have F (C × T ) ' F (C)×F (T ).
Intuitively, a state of F (C ×T ) is a facet of C ×T of the form X ×Y , which
is entirely determined by the two facets X ∈ F (C) and Y ∈ F (T ).

Then, M [A] is defined as the sub-complex of C×T consisting of all facets
X × Y such that pre(Y ) holds in X, that is, M,X |= pre(Y ). On the other
hand, F (M)[F (A)] is defined as the sub-frame of F (C)×F (T ) consisting of
all worlds (X, Y ) such that pre(Y ) holds in X, that is, F (M), X |=K pre(Y ).
By Proposition 1, these two conditions are equivalent, so the underlying
Kripke frames of F (M [A]) and F (M)[F (A)] are isomorphic. Moreover, in
both cases, the labeling L of atomic propositions is just copied from the first
component, so they are also isomorphic as Kripke models.

3.2. A basic action model for distributed computing

We describe here the immediate snapshot action model IS for one com-
munication exchange among asynchronous agents. As an action model, it is
new and to the best of our knowledge it has not been studied from the DEL
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perspective. Immediate snapshot operations are important in distributed
computing, and many variants of computational models based on them have
been considered, including multi-round communication exchanges, see e.g.
[5, 7]. For the point we want to make about using DEL, the main issues can
be studied with this very simple action model, even in the one communication
exchange case.

The situation we have in mind is the following. The n + 1 agents corre-
spond to n + 1 concurrent processes. Initially, each process has some input
value, and they communicate (only once) through a shared memory array
in order to try to learn each other’s input values. They use the following
protocol: each process has a dedicated memory cell in the array, to which it
writes its input value. Then, it reads one by one all the cells of the array,
to see which other input values have been written. The processes are asyn-
chronous, meaning that an execution consists of an arbitrary interleaving of
the write and read operations of all the processes (one write per process, and
n+ 1 reads per process).

We could describe the action model corresponding to this situation, and
present all of our results using it. But, to illustrate more easily the basic ideas,
we will actually restrict ourselves to a subset of all the executions described
above, which will give rise to simplicial complexes with nicer topological
properties. And we do so without loss of generality, because from the task
computability perspective, they are known to be equivalent [7]. The resulting
action model is what we call the immediate snapshot action model, IS.

The interleavings that we consider can be represented by a sequence of
concurrency classes, c1, c2, . . . , cm, where each ci is a set of agents. For each
concurrency class ci, all the agents in ci execute their write operations si-
multaneously, then all of them execute their read operations simultaneously,
then we move on to the next concurrency class ci+1. Thus, all the agents in ci
see each other’s values, as well as the values of the agents from the previous
concurrency classes, but they do not see the values written by the agents in
the subsequent concurrency classes. The set of values seen by an agent in an
execution will be called its view. It is the only information that the agent
gathers from the execution: thus, two executions will be indistinguishable by
some agent if and only if it has the same view in both executions.

Let us define formally the action model corresponding to such immediate
snapshot schedules. A sequential partition of agents A is a sequence c =
c1, c2, . . . , cm, of non-empty, disjoint subsets of A, whose union is equal to A.
Each ci is called a concurrency class. Notice that 1 ≤ m ≤ |A|, and when
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m = 1 all agents take an immediate snapshot concurrently, while if m =
|A|, all take immediate snapshots sequentially. The sequential partition c
represents one possible execution of the immediate snapshot operation.

The agents in a concurrency class cj learn the input values of all the
agents in earlier concurrency classes ci for i ≤ j, and which agent wrote
which value. In particular, agents in cm learn the inputs of all agents (and
there is always at least one such agent), and if m = 1, then all agents learn
all the values.

Example 5. As a concrete example, suppose we have three agents A =
{a, b, c}, and suppose that their input values are, respectively, 1, 2 and 3. We
consider the execution x = {b}, {a, c} with two concurrency classes. Initially,
the shared array is empty, which we represent as ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ , where the
three cells correspond to a, b, c, in that order. First, process b, which is
alone in the first concurrency class, writes its value and immediately reads.
Thus, b sees only its own value, and its view is ⊥ 2 ⊥ . Then, in the
second concurrency class, both a and c write their values simultaneously, and
after that, they both read simultaneously. So, both a and c have the same
view, which is the following array: 1 2 3 . Another possible execution is
y = {c}, {a}, {b}, where every concurrency class is a singleton. Here, the view
of c is ⊥ ⊥ 3 , the view of a is 1 ⊥ 3 and the view of b is 1 2 3 .
Finally, if we consider the execution z = {a, b, c}, all three processes run
concurrently, and all three agents will have the same view, 1 2 3 .

Notice that, to define the view, we need to know not only the execution c,
but also the input values of the agents. Thus, the action model IS that we are
defining will actually be parameterized by an input model, which represents
all the possible input values that we want to take into consideration. An
action of IS will consist of an execution c, along with an assignment of an
input value to each agent. This is in accordance with what is usually done
in DEL: say we want to define an action model where, for example, an agent
can reveal the value of its card to the other agents. Then we will not have
only one action “reveal card”, we will actually have many actions “reveal
that the card is x”, for each possible value of x. Then the preconditions will
make sure that such an action happens in a world where the value of the
card is actually x.

To make things more simple, let us fix one particular input model: the
simplicial model of Example 2 where three agents A = {b, g, w} each have
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a binary input value 0 or 1. Let M = 〈C, χ, `〉 be the corresponding sim-
plicial model, and denote a facet X ∈ F(C) by a binary sequence b0b1b2,
corresponding to the three values of b, g, w, in that order.

We define the immediate snapshot action model IS = 〈T,∼, pre〉 as fol-
lows. An action t ∈ T is given by the data c, b0, b1, b2, where c is a sequential
partition of A = {b, g, w}, and b0, b1, b2 are binary values 0 or 1. Such an
action will be written cb0b1b2 . The precondition pre(cb0b1b2) of this action is
a formula expressing the fact that the inputs of the agents b, g, w are re-
spectively b0, b1, b2. Therefore, pre(cb0b1b2) is true precisely in the facet b0b1b2
of M . Formally, if pa,x is the atomic proposition expressing that agent a
has input value x, pre(cb0b1b2) = pb,b0 ∧ pg,b1 ∧ pw,b2 The indistinguishability
relation is defined as t ∼a t′ iff viewa(t) = viewa(t

′), where viewa(t) is defined
as expected: if c = c1, . . . , cm is a sequential partition of A, and the agent a
is in cj, then viewa(c

b0b1b2) is the vector obtained from b0b1b2 by replacing the
value bi by ⊥ whenever the corresponding agent is not in

⋃
i≤j ci.

We can also describe the simplicial action model G(IS), which is the
simplicial counterpart of IS given by Theorem 1. It contains exactly the
same data as IS, but it is translated in the language of chromatic simplicial
complexes, which allows us to visualise it better. Formally, we have G(IS) =
〈T̂ , χ, pre〉 where 〈T̂ , χ〉 is a chromatic simplicial complex whose vertices are
V(T̂ ) = {〈a, viewa(cb0b1b2)〉 | a ∈ A, c is an execution, and b0, b1, b2 ∈ {0, 1}};
and whose facets are of the form:

X = {〈b, viewb(cb0b1b2)〉, 〈g, viewg(cb0b1b2)〉, 〈w, vieww(cb0b1b2)〉}

The precondition of such a facet is pre(X) = pb,b0 ∧ pg,b1 ∧ pw,b2 .
The picture below illustrates (part of) the simplicial action model G(IS).

The two triangles on the left represent two facets of the input model M , with
input values 000 (green) and 100 (yellow). On the right are the corresponding
facets of G(IS). Each of the two input triangles have been subdivided into 13
smaller triangles: one for each possible sequential partition of A = {b, g, w}.
Four of these sequential partitions are depicted in the bubbles X, Y, Z,W .
The tables in the bubbles show the scheduling of the execution from top to
bottom: for example, in execution Z, process b goes first and sees only itself;
then process g goes second and sees both b and g; then process w goes last
and sees everyone. The colors black, grey, white of the vertices correspond
respectively to agents b, g, w. The view of each vertex is written next to it;
when two (or three) neighboring vertices have the same view, it is written
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only once, on the edge (or triangle) between the two (or three) vertices. The
precondition of all the green facets on the right is true exactly in the green
facet of the input model M on the left, and similarly for the yellow facets.

Notice that, for example, neither b nor w distinguish between actions Y
and Z, because their views are equal in Y and Z: the view of b consists of
itself with value 0 and the view of w consists of the three agents with value 0.
Therefore, the two triangles corresponding to actions Y and Z are glued along
their white and black vertices. Finally, let us look at what happens on the
boundary shared by both subdivisions. For example, the two facets in the
middle of the figure correspond to the sequential partition {gw}{b}; neither
w nor g have seen b, so they cannot tell whether the input of b is 0 or 1.

One last thing to notice about this picture is that, when we compute the
product update model M [IS], we obtain a simplicial model whose underlying
simplicial complex is the same as the one of G(IS), depicted on the right. So,
starting from the input model M , the effect of applying IS is to subdivide
each facet of the input. The same thing happens for any input model M .
Remarkably, the topology of the input simplicial complex is preserved: if M
is a sphere as in Example 2, then M [IS] is still a sphere.

In the rest of the paper, since by Proposition 4 M [G(IS)] and M [IS]
are isomorphic, we will drop the distinction between regular and simplicial
action models, and just write IS even for the simplicial version.

Multi-round communication. In the IS model, each agent executes a single
immediate snapshot. Iterating this model gives rise to the iterated imme-
diate snapshot model ISr [5, 29], where each agent executes r consecutive
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immediate snapshots, on r consecutive shared memory arrays. Starting from
an input model M , the effect of applying the iterated immediate snapshot
protocol is to subdivide each facet of the input complex r times. So, once
again, the topology of M is preserved in M [ISr]. In the non-iterated version,
the r immediate snapshots are executed on the same memory. A subdivision
is still obtained, but it is more complex [7]. If all schedules are considered,
not only immediate snapshot schedules, then the topology is still preserved,
even-though the resulting complex is no longer a subdivision, see e.g. [30] for
more precise meaning about these claims and further discussion.

3.3. Some topological properties of IS
In this section, we recall some topological properties of the immediate-

snapshot simplicial complex IS. Even though we reformulate them using the
“action model” vocabulary introduced in this paper, all the notions presented
here can be found in [5]. Our main goal is to introduce Sperner’s Lemma,
which will be needed in out last application of DEL to distributed computing,
in Section 4.4. In order to be able to apply Sperner’s Lemma, we need IS
to be a pseudomanifold, so we also define this notion and prove this fact.

A simplicial action model is uniform if its set of actions (facets) can be
partitioned into k copies of a complex C, called components, such that all
actions in Ci have the same precondition, which is true in exactly one facet Xi

of the simplicial model M . The action model IS is indeed uniform, and its
components are isomorphic to a simplicial complex C, called the standard
chromatic subdivision. Two components (in green and yellow) are depicted
in the figure on page 24. It is clear from the picture that C is a subdivision,
but for an arbitrary number of agents, the proof is not simple [5, 31]. It
has been shown to have several other topological properties, such as being
collapsible [30]. But in fact, for many applications such as consensus and
set agreement, it is sufficient to observe that IS is a pseudomanifold. For a
more thorough and more general account of this topic, see chapter 9 of [5].

Let C be a pure simplicial complex of dimension n. The complex C is
said to be strongly connected if for every pair (X, Y ) of n-simplices of C,
there is a sequence X0, X1, . . . , Xk of n-simplices in C such that X0 = X,
Xk = Y and for every i, Xi and Xi+1 share a common (n − 1)-dimensional
face. A strongly connected pure simplicial complex C of dimension n is a
pseudomanifold if each (n − 1)-simplex of C is a face of either one or two
n-simplices of C. The (n− 1)-simplices of C which are faces of precisely one
n-simplex form a (possibly empty) subcomplex of C, called its boundary.
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Lemma 1. Each component of IS is a pseudomanifold. If M is a pseudo-
manifold, then so is M [IS].

Proof. For completeness purposes, we give a sketch of the proof that can
be found in [5]. First, we prove the following simple observation, see [7].
Consider a sequential partition c = c1, c2, . . . , cm, and one of its concurrency
classes, ci, with |ci| > 1. If we replace ci by splitting it in two non-empty
concurrency classes c′i, c

′′
i , in this order, we obtain another sequential parti-

tion, c′. Then only the agents in c′i have a different view. This result follows
because for every a 6∈ c′i, viewa(c) = viewa(c

′). Only the agents a ∈ c′i have a
different view, because they do not get information from the agents in c′′i .

Now we can prove Lemma 1. The components of IS are isomorphic to
the complex with one facet for each sequential partition, and whose vertices
are glued when they have the same view. Notice from the first observation we
made that, if we take a singleton for c′i, only one process’s view has changed:
two n-simplices share a common (n− 1)-face.

Strong connectivity: let c and c′ be two sequential partitions, correspond-
ing to two n-simplices in a component of IS. Then by splitting the concur-
rency classes of c one by one, we can can go from c to a sequential partition
with only singletons. From there, we can regroup them again to obtain a
sequential partition where all the agents are in the same class. Doing the
same thing with c′, we have shown strong connectivity.

Pseudomanifold: consider a sequential partition c, and X an (n− 1)-face
of c. Let a be the agent which is not in X. We distinguish three cases:

• Either a belongs to a concurrency class ci with |ci| > 1. By the observa-
tion above, we can split it and replace it by {a}, (ci \{a}), so that only
agent a has a different view. So, X belongs to exactly two n-simplices.

• Or the concurrency class of a is {a}, and it is not the last one. We can
merge it with the next concurrency class, once again, only agent a has
a different view. So, X belongs to exactly two n-simplices.

• Or the last concurrency class of c is {a}, in which case no other sequen-
tial partition c′ can have X as a face. So, X is on the boundary.

Now suppose M is a pseudomanifold. In M [IS], we take one component
of IS for each facet of M , and glue them along their boundary (see the
drawing on page 24). According to what was said above, the boundary of
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a component of IS concerning agents A \ {a} corresponds to a scheduling
where a is alone in the last concurrency class. So none of the other agents
have seen a, and their view remains the same independently of a’s input
value. This ensures that the components are glued properly.

Therefore, a (n−1)-simplex of M [IS] belongs to exactly two facets if it is
in the interior of a component, or if it is on the boundary of a component but
in the interior of M . It belongs to exactly one facet if it is on the boundary
of a component, which is itself on the boundary of M .

Sperner’s Lemma is a very useful and well-known result in combinato-
rial topology. It is the combinatorial counterpart of Brouwer’s fixed point
theorem. We just state the simplest version, for a subdivided triangle in
two dimensions. The proof for a more general version of Sperner’s Lemma
that works in any pseudomanifold of dimension n can be found in many
places, e.g. [7, 32] or in [5, Chapter 9], and the excellent exposition in [33,
Chapter 1].

Note that Sperner’s lemma involves a coloring of the vertices of a simpli-
cial complex. But here the colors in a simplex are not required to be distinct.
When we apply it for set agreement, the colors will not correspond to agents
but to decision values: therefore, we call them {0, 1, 2} to avoid confusion.

Lemma 2 (Sperner’s Lemma). Let T be a triangle with vertices A,B,C, and
S be a subdivision of T into smaller triangles. The vertices of S are colored
according to the following rules:

• The corner vertices A,B,C have color 0, 1, 2, respectively.

• Each vertex along the subdivided boundary connecting two corner ver-
tices is colored with one of the two colors of the corners. E.g., every
vertex on the boundary connecting A and B has color 0 or 1.

• The vertices inside of the subdivision (not on the boundary) can have
any of the colors 0, 1, 2.

A coloring satisfying these properties is called a Sperner coloring. Then the
Lemma says that given any Sperner coloring, there is an odd number of tri-
angles in the subdivision S whose vertices have distinct colors. In particular,
there is at least one.
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4. A DEL semantics for distributed task computability

A goal of this section is to show that indeed the higher dimensional topo-
logical structure exposed by simplicial models (as opposed to the implicit
information in the 1-dimensional structure of a Kripke model) has direct im-
plications about the knowledge that processes can gain by communicating
with each other. To do so, we first describe a way of specifying a target for
knowledge gaining using DEL, in Section 4.1. We describe this target in a
way that corresponds to the notion of a task, and so establish a bridge be-
tween epistemic logic semantics and distributed computability, and present
it in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 and 4.4 we present implications about the
solvability of specific, well-studied tasks in distributed computability.

4.1. Tasks

Consider the situation where a set of agents A starts in an initial global
state, defined by input values given to each agent. The values are local, in
the sense that each agent knows its own initial value, but not necessarily the
values given to other agents. The agents communicate to each other their
initial values, via the immediate snapshot action model IS of Section 3.2.
Then, based on the information each agent has after communication, the
agent produces an output value. A task specifies the output values that the
agents may decide, when starting in a given input state. Tasks have been
studied since early on in distributed computability [34]. Here we provide, for
the first time, a DEL semantics for tasks. Namely, we use DEL in a novel
way to provide a specification of the problem that a set of agents should
solve.

Consider a simplicial model I = 〈I, χ, `〉 called the initial simplicial
model. Each facet of I, with its labeling `, represents a possible initial config-
uration. Let us fix I to be the binary inputs model of Example 2, to illustrate
the ideas, and because it appears frequently in distributed computing.

A task for I is a simplicial action model T = 〈T, χ, pre〉 for agents A,
where each facet is of the form X = {〈b, db〉, 〈g, dg〉, 〈w, dw〉}, where the
values db, dg, dw are taken from an arbitrary domain of output values. Each
such X has a precondition that is true in one or more facets of I, interpreted
as “if the input configuration is a facet in which pre(X) holds, and every
agent a ∈ A decides on the value da, then this is a valid execution”.

Example 6. The most important task in distributed computing is binary
consensus. Assume we have three agents A = {b, g, w}, and the input
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model I is still the binary input model from Example 2. This means that
every combination of 0’s and 1’s is a possible initial configuration. At the
end of the computation, each agent must decide on an output value, which
can be either 0 or 1. We write db, dg, dw for the decision value of agent b, g, w
respectively. The goal of the task is to achieve the following properties:

• Agreement: the agents must decide on the same value, i.e. db = dg = dw.

• Validity: the agreed value must be one of the three inputs.

Say, for example, that the three inputs are (0, 1, 0): then the three outputs
can be either (1, 1, 1) or (0, 0, 0). On the other hand, if the three inputs are
(1, 1, 1), then the only possible output is (1, 1, 1), because agreeing on value 0
would contradict the validity condition.

Formally, this task is described by an action model T = 〈T, χ, pre〉. The
simplicial complex T has only two facets, corresponding to the two possible
kinds of outputs: X0 where all decisions are 0, and X1 where all decisions
are 1. These two facets are disjoint: this means, in classical DEL terms,
that we have two actions X0 and X1, and there is no indistinguishability
relation between them. The precondition pre(X0) must be true in all the
facets of I where the output (0, 0, 0) is valid, i.e., whenever at least one of
the agent has input value 0. If pa,x is the atomic formula saying that agent
a has input value x, we take pre(X0) = pb,0 ∨ pg,0 ∨ pw,0. Similarly, pre(X1) is
true whenever at least one agent has input 1, i.e., pre(X1) = pb,1 ∨ pg,1 ∨ pw,1.

In the picture below, a portion of the binary input complex is represented
on the left, and the two facets X0 and X1 of the task action model are pictures
on the right. The arrows labeled “pre” indicate in which facets of the input
model the precondition relations of X0 and X1 are satisfied.
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Example 7. The k-set agreement task is a weaker version of consensus. For
this task, we have a set of k + 1 distinct input values: in the initial configu-
ration, each agent has one input among {0, . . . , k}. After the computation,
each process must decide on an output value such that:

• k-agreement: the set of decision values is of size at most k.

• Validity: all the decision values are among the inputs.

This generalization of consensus has been well studied in distributed com-
putability [5]. We will prove in section 4.4 that 2-set agreement among 3
processes is not solvable using immediate snapshots.

4.2. Semantics of task solvability

Given the simplicial input model I and a communication model A such
as IS, we get the simplicial protocol model I[A], that represents the knowl-
edge gained by the agents after executing A. To solve a task T , each agent,
based on its own knowledge, should produce an output value, such that the
vector of output values corresponds to a facet of T , respecting the precondi-
tions of the task.

The following gives a formal epistemic logic semantics to task solvability.
Recall that a morphism δ of simplicial models is a chromatic simplicial map
that preserves the labeling: `′(δ(v)) = `(v). Also recall that the product
update model I[A] is a sub-complex of the Cartesian product I ×A, whose
vertices are of the form (i, ac) with i a vertex of I and ac a vertex of A.
We write πI for the first projection on I, which is a morphism of simplicial
models.

Definition 2. A task T is solvable in A if there exists a morphism δ :
I[A]→ I[T ] such that πI ◦ δ = πI , i.e., the diagram of simplicial complexes
below commutes.

I[A]

I[T ]I

π I δ

πI

The justification for this definition is the following. A
facet X in I[A] corresponds to a pair (i, ac), where i ∈ F(I)
represents input value assignments to all agents, and ac ∈
F(A) represents an action, codifying the communication ex-
changes that took place. The morphism δ takes X to a facet
δ(X) = (i, dec) of I[T ], where dec ∈ F(T ) is the set of de-
cision values that the agents will choose in the situation X.
Moreover, pre(dec) holds in i, meaning that dec corresponds
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to valid decision values for input i. The commutativity of the diagram ex-
presses the fact that both X and δ(X) correspond to the same input assign-
ment i. Now consider a single vertex v ∈ X with χ(v) = a ∈ A. Then, agent
a decides its value solely according to its knowledge in I[A]: if another facet
X ′ contains v, then δ(v) ∈ δ(X) ∩ δ(X ′), meaning that a has to decide on
the same value in both situations.

The diagram above has two illuminating interpretations. First, by Theo-
rem 3, we know that the knowledge of each agent can only decrease (or stay
constant) along the δ arrow. So, any (positive) formula which is known in
I[T ] should already be known in I[A]. In other words, the goal of the agents
is to improve knowledge through communication, by going from I to I[A],
in order to match the knowledge required by I[T ]. Secondly, the possibility
of solving a task depends on the existence of a certain simplicial map from
the complex of I[A] to the complex of I[T ]. Recall that a simplicial map is
the discrete equivalent of a continuous map, and hence task solvability is of
a topological nature.

4.3. Applications

Here we describe how to use our DEL setting to analyze solvability in
the immediate-snapshot model of three well-studied distributed computing
tasks: consensus, approximate agreement, and set agreement. Their solvabil-
ity is already well-understood; in particular, Theorems 5, 6 and 7 are already
known. The novelty here is that we give new proofs based on logical argu-
ments. The aim of these proofs is to understand the epistemic logic content
of the known topological arguments that are used to show unsolvability.

Consensus. Let I = 〈I, χ, `〉 be the initial simplicial model for binary input
values (see Example 2), and T = 〈T, χ, pre〉 be the action model for binary
consensus (see Example 6). Thus, T has only two facets, X0 where all deci-
sions are 0 and X1, where all decisions are 1. The underlying complex of I[T ]
consists of two disjoint simplicial complexes: I0 ×X0 and I1 ×X1, where I0
consists of all input facets with at least one 0, and I1 consists of all input
facets with at least one 1. Notice that, in fact, each of the two complexes
Ii ×Xi, for i ∈ {0, 1}, is isomorphic to Ii, since Xi consists of just one facet.

To show that binary consensus cannot be solved by the immediate snap-
shot protocol, we must prove that the map δ : I[A] → I[T ] of Definition 2
does not exist. The usual proof of impossibility uses a topological obstruction
to the existence of δ. Here, instead, we exhibit a logical obstruction.
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Theorem 5. The binary consensus task is not solvable by IS.

Proof. We first state some required knowledge at I[T ] to solve the task.
Let ϕi be the formula denoting that at least one agent has input i. More
precisely, if we write inputai for the atomic proposition “agent a has input
value i”, we take ϕi :=

∨
a∈A input

a
i . Then, for each i ∈ {0, 1}, at any facet Y

of Ii × Xi, there is common knowledge that at least one input is i, that is,
I[T ], Y |= CAϕi. Indeed, every facet Z in the connected component of Y
must still be in Ii × Xi, and by definition of Ii there is at most one agent
with input i, so I[T ], Z |= ϕi.

Now, consider the simplicial model I[IS] for the immediate snapshot
action model. By Lemma 1 the underlying complex of I[IS] is strongly
connected, therefore there is a path from the facet with valuation indicating
that all inputs are 0 to the facet where all inputs are 1. Therefore, at any
facet X of I[IS], we have I[IS], X 6|= CAϕi, for both i = 0 and i = 1.

Finally, we know that morphisms of simplicial models cannot “gain knowl-
edge about the world” from Theorem 3, and so, there cannot be a morphism δ
from I[IS] to I[T ], by the two previous properties.

Two observations. First, notice that the proof argument holds for any
other model, instead of IS, which is connected. This is the case for any
number of communication rounds by wait-free asynchronous agents [35], and
even if only one may crash in a message passing system [36], which are the
classic consensus impossibility results. Secondly, the usual topological argu-
ment for impossibility is the following: because simplicial maps preserve con-
nectivity, δ cannot send a connected simplicial complex into a disconnected
simplicial complex. Notice how in both the logical and the topological proofs,
the main ingredient is a connectedness argument.

Approximate agreement. We now discuss a weaker version of the consensus
task, where agents are required to decide on values which are close to each
other, not necessarily equal. It turns out that no matter how close to each
other one requires the agents to decide, this task is solvable in the imme-
diate snapshot (multi-round) model. Many versions of this task have been
considered. We present here a simple one, for two agents, g and w.

The input complex is the binary input complex for two agents, depicted
on the left of Example 2: so, every possible combination of 0 and 1 can be
assigned to the two agents. Their goal will be to output real values in the
interval [0, 1], such that:
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• if their input is the same (i.e., 00 or 11), they should both choose their
input value as output.

• if their input is different (i.e., 01 or 10), they should decide on values
dg and dw such that |dg − dw| ≤ ε, for some fixed parameter ε ∈ [0, 1].

In order to be able to work with finite models, we define a discrete version
of this task, N-approximate agreement. The output values are only allowed
to be of the form k/N for 0 ≤ k ≤ N . The two decision values should be
within 1/N of each other: |dg − dw| ≤ 1/N .

Let I = 〈I, χ, `〉 be the input simplicial model for two agents with binary
inputs, and T = 〈T, χ, pre〉 be the following action model. The set of vertices
of T is V(T ) = {(a, k/N) | a ∈ A and 0 ≤ k ≤ N}. The facets of T are
edges Xk,k′ = {(g, k/N), (w, k′/N)} with |k − k′| ≤ 1. The color of a vertex
is χ(a, k/N) = a. The precondition pre(X0,0) is true in the worlds 00, 01 and
10 of I; the precondition pre(XN,N) is true in the worlds 11, 01 and 10; and
all the other preconditions pre(Xk,k′) are true in the worlds 01 and 10. In the
figure below are depicted the input model I (left) and the action model T
(right), for N = 5.

I

0

0 1

1

T

1/5

1/5

3/5

3/5

2/5

2/5

4/5

4/5

0

0

1

1

The product update simplicial model I[T ] is depicted in the next figure.
Since its shape differs slightly depending on the parity of N , two cases are
depicted: N = 4 and N = 5. The numbers depicted in the nodes are the
atomic propositions describing the input values from I. The decision values
(of the form k/5 or k/4) are implicit, the first column of nodes corresponds
to the decision value 0, the second column is decision value 1/5, and so
on. For example, the world marked X on the figure corresponds to the
situation where g started with value 1 and decided value 2/5, w started with
value 0 and decided value 3/5. So, X represents a correct execution of the
5-approximate agreement task. The world Y is another possible execution,
where g decides 3/5 and w decides 2/5.
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I[T ] for N = 5

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

X

Y

I[T ] for N = 4

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

U

W

V

Note that the world X on the figure is the one with the most knowledge
in the following sense. We write ϕ01 for the formula expressing that the
two inputs are different, and Eϕ = Kgϕ ∧ Kwϕ for the group knowledge
of ϕ among the agents {g, w}. Then, we have I[T ], X |= E3ϕ01, where E3

denotes three nested E operators. On the other hand, the world Y has less
knowledge: we have I[T ], Y |= E2ϕ01, but I[T ], Y 6|= E3ϕ01. Similarly, in
the case where N = 4, the three worlds U, V,W satisfy the formula E2ϕ01,
but they do not satisfy E3ϕ01.

Lemma 3. In the simplicial model I[T ] for the N-approximate agreement
task, there are worlds X, Y (if N is odd) or U, V,W (if N is even) which
satisfy the formula Ekϕ01, for k = bN/2c.

Proof. We choose the worlds in the “middle” of the model I[T ], as shown in
the pictures. More formally, recall that the vertices of I[T ] are defined as tu-
ples (a, i, d) where a is an agent, i its input value and d its decision value. For
instance, the worldX is defined as the edge {(g, 1, bN/2c), (w, 0, bN/2c+ 1)},
and so on. Checking that the formula is satisfied in these worlds simply con-
sists in computing the length of the shortest path to one of the 00 or 11 edges
on the sides. Note that X also satisfies the formula Ek+1ϕ01, but we will not
use that fact.

We now study the solvability of this task in the r-round iterated imme-
diate snapshot model ISr. In dimension 1, each iteration of the immediate
snapshot subdivides each edge into three parts. The picture below shows the
input model I, the model I[IS] after one round, and the model I[IS2] after
two rounds.
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I

0

0 1

1

I[IS]

0

0 1

1

0

0

01

1 0

1

1

I[IS2]

0

0 1

1

0

0

01

1 0

1

1

Lemma 4. In the r-round immediate snapshot model I[ISr], there is no
world X such that I[ISr], X |= Ekϕ01, for k = d3r/2e.

Proof. After r rounds of immediate snapshots, each of the four edges of the
input model I have been subdivided into 3r edges. Thus, every world is at
a distance at most k − 1 from the nearest world with inputs 00 or 11.

Putting the two lemmas together, we get the following result:

Theorem 6. The N-approximate agreement task is not solvable in the r-
round iterated immediate-snapshot model, when N ≥ 3r + 1.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that the task is solvable. Then, we would
have a map δ : I[ISr] → I[T ]. Our goal is to find a contradiction using
Lemma 3. To achieve this, we should find a formula ϕ and a world Z of
I[ISr], such that ϕ is false in Z but true in δ(Z). We choose the formula
ϕ := Ekϕ01 for k = bN/2c. Since N ≥ 3r + 1 implies bN/2c ≥ d3r/2e, we
know by Lemma 4 that this formula is false in every world Z of I[ISr]. All
that remains to do is prove that there exists a world of I[T ], which is in the
image of δ, and where the formula ϕ is true.

Since I[ISr] is connected, and simplicial maps preserve connectedness, its
image δ(I[ISr]) is connected too. Moreover, the world 00 and the world 11
of I[T ] must both be in the image of δ, because of the commutative diagram
of Definition 2. By connectedness, at least one of the middle worlds X, Y
or U, V,W must belong to the image of δ. By Lemma 3, this world satisfies
ϕ, which concludes the proof.
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Conversely, it is known in distributed computing that N -approximate
agreement is solvable in ISr whenever N ≤ 3r [5]. The proof of the above
theorem sheds light on the required knowledge to solve approximate agree-
ment: while consensus is about reaching common knowledge, approximate
agreement is about reaching some finite level of nested knowledge.

Set agreement. Let I = 〈I, χ, `〉 be the initial simplicial model for A =
{b, w, g}, and three possible input values, {0, 1, 2}. Let T = 〈T, χ, pre〉 be
the action model for 2-set agreement (see Example 7), requiring that each
agent decides on one of the input values, and at most 2 distinct values are
decided. More precisely, the vertices of T are of the form vad with a ∈ A and
d ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and the facets of T are Xd0,d1,d2 = {vbd0 , v

g
d1
, vwd2}, for each vector

d0, d1, d2, such that di ∈ {0, 1, 2} and |{d0, d1, d2}| ≤ 2. The preconditions
are pre(Xd0,d1,d2) = ϕd0 ∧ ϕd1 ∧ ϕd2 , where the formula ϕi expresses that at
least one agent has input i.

To get an intuition about what I and T look like, first remark that T
can be decomposed into three spheres: T01, T12 and T02, where Tij is the
subcomplex of T whose decision values are in {i, j}. Each of these Tij is
isomorphic to the binary input complex of Example 2, because it allows
every possible combination of the two decision values i and j. Moreover,
the sphere T01 and the sphere T12 share a facet, namely, the one where all
processes have decision value 1. Similarly, T12 and T02 are glued along the
facet where everyone decides 2; and T02 and T01 are glued along the facet
where everyone decides 0. Thus, the complex T is a “necklace” of three 2-
dimensional spheres. In particular, it has a 1-dimensional hole in the middle,
so T is not simply connected.

On the other hand, the input complex I allows every possible combination
of the three values 0, 1, 2. So, I contains a subcomplex isomorphic to T ,
consisting of all the input configurations where there are at most two distinct
input values. But it also allows configurations where the three inputs are
different (there are six such configurations), which fill the hole in T . Hence, I
is isomorphic to a wedge of spheres. In particular, I is simply connected.
Using these topological facts about I and T , one can prove the following
Theorem (see [5]).

Theorem 7. The 2-set agreement task is not solvable by IS.

Our goal here is to prove Theorem 7 using our dynamic epistemic logic
framework. If we tried to mimic what we did above for consensus and ap-
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proximate agreement, the idea of the proof would be the following. As-
sume by contradiction that the task is solvable, i.e., there is a suitable map
δ : I[IS]→ I[T ]. Then, we need to find a positive formula ϕ such that:

• ϕ is false in some world X of I[IS],

• and ϕ is true in the world δ(X) of I[T ].

This would be a contradiction according to Theorem 3. Unfortunately, we
have not been able to find such a formula. In fact, we conjecture that no
suitable formula ϕ exists. In a recent paper [37], we exhibited a task which is
known to be unsolvable, but where no epistemic logic formula ϕ can witness
it. For the set agreement task, this question is still open.

In the next section, to get around this problem, we will strengthen the
language of our logic by adding new atomic propositions. This will allow us
to express more properties of the models.

4.4. A logical proof of impossibility for set agreement

In the 2-set agreement example of Section 4.3, the atomic propositions on
the input model I express what the input value of each process is. We write
inputai for the atomic proposition saying that “agent a has input value i”; thus
the set of atomic propositions is AP = {inputai | a ∈ {b, g, w}, i ∈ {0, 1, 2}}.
As we mentioned in the previous section, it seems that epistemic formulas
in the language LCK(A,AP) are too weak to express the reason why set
agreement is not solvable. Indeed, the specification of the set agreement task
relies heavily on the relationship between the inputs and the outputs; but
these formulas only talk about the inputs. To express the knowledge which
must be achieved in order to solve the task, we might want to write a formula
like the following one, translating the two informal conditions of Example 7:

ϕ = ∀d0, d1, d2. decidebd0 ∧ decidegd1 ∧ decidewd2
=⇒ |{d0, d1, d2}| ≤ 2

∧ ∃a. inputad0 ∧ ∃a. input
a
d1
∧ ∃a. inputad2

The quantifiers ∀ and ∃ are just shortcuts for conjunctions and disjunctions
ranging over all possible values for d0, d1, d2 and a (there are only finitely
many of them). The condition |{d0, d1, d2}| ≤ 2 is not in the language
LCK(A,AP), but we could simply replace it by “true” or “false” in each case,
depending on the values of d0, d1, d2. The only thing that we really cannot
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express in this language is the decidead formulas, whose intuitive meaning
would be: “the agent a decides on the value d”.

In this section, we describe an ad-hoc construction whose sole purpose
is to make sense of the above formula ϕ. Namely, we modify the product-
update model I[T ] by arbitrarily adding new atomic propositions of the

form decidead. Thus, we obtain a new model Î[T ] on which the formula ϕ
can be interpreted. This will allow us to prove the impossibility of solving
set agreement (Theorem 7), using a logical argument similar to the ones of
the previous section.

As pointed out by one of the reviewers, it turns out that our construction
is in fact very close to DEL with factual change [38, 39]. Indeed, in the
standard DEL framework, given a model M and an action model A, the
worlds of M [A] are by definition pairs (w, t) where w is a world of M and t
an action of A. What we will do in this section amounts to considering new
atomic propositions pt for each t, allowing us to speak about which actions
have occurred. This information could alternatively be captured using factual
change, by considering that the atomic propositions pt are already present
in the original model M , but all set to false. Then, the product update
operation is able to change the value of these propositions in order to record
the actions that happened. Simplicial action models with factual change are
described in a sequel to this paper [40]; but reformulating the proof below in
terms of factual change is left for future work.

Recall that, by definition, the worlds of I[T ] are pairs (x,Xd0,d1,d2) where x
is a world of I and Xd0,d1,d2 is a world of T , whose intuitive meaning is
“agent b decides d0, agent g decides d1, and agent w decides d2”. Our new set
of atomic propositions is written ÂP = AP ∪{decidead | a ∈ A, d ∈ {0, 1, 2}}.
We define the extended task model Î[T ] as follows.

• Its vertices are triples (a, i, d) with a ∈ A is an agent, i ∈ {0, 1, 2} is an
input value and d ∈ {0, 1, 2} is a decision value. The facets are of the
form {(b, ib, db), (g, ig, dg), (w, iw, dw)} such that |{db, dg, dw}| ≤ 2 and
{db, dg, dw} ⊆ {ib, ig, iw}.

• The coloring map is χ(a, i, d) = a.

• The atomic proposition labeling is `(a, i, d) = {inputai , decidead}.
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In other words, Î[T ] is just a copy of I[T ], where we moreover labeled the
vertices with the decidead atomic propositions accordingly. We can easily

check that the formula ϕ defined earlier is true in every world of Î[T ].

Now, we would also like the formula ϕ to make sense in the protocol
complex I[IS]. This model does not have any information about decision
values: it only describes the input values, and which execution has occurred.
However, it is precisely the role of the simplicial map δ : I[IS] → I[T ] to
assign decision values to each world of I[IS]. Thus, given such a map δ, we

can lift it to a map δ̂ : Î[IS]→ Î[T ] as the following lemma states.

Lemma 5. Let M = 〈C, χ, `〉 be a simplicial model over the set of agents A
and atomic propositions AP, and let δ : M → I[T ] be a morphism of simpli-

cial models. Then there is a unique model M̂ = 〈C, χ, ̂̀〉 over ÂP, where ̂̀
agrees with ` on AP, such that δ̂ : M̂ → Î[T ] is still a morphism of simplicial
models.

Proof. All we have to do is label the worlds of M with the decidead atomic

propositions, such that the resulting δ̂ is a morphism of simplicial models.
Thus, we define ̂̀ : V(C) → P(ÂP) as ̂̀(v) = `(v) ∪ {decidead}, whenever
δ(v) = (a, i, d) ∈ I[T ]. Then δ is still a chromatic simplicial map (since we
did not change the underlying complexes nor their colors), and moreover we

have ̂̀(v) = `Î[T ](δ(v)) for all v. The model M̂ is unique since any other

choice of ̂̀(v) would have broken this last condition, so δ would not be a
morphism of simplicial models.

We can finally prove that 2-set agreement is not solvable by the immediate
snapshot protocol.

Proof of Theorem 7. We assume by contradiction that it is solvable, i.e., that
there exists a morphism δ : I[IS] → I[T ] that makes the diagram of Defi-

nition 2 commute. By Lemma 5, δ can be lifted to a map δ̂ : Î[IS]→ Î[T ].
Our goal is to contradict Theorem 3, using the formula ϕ defined in the be-
ginning of this section. As we remarked earlier, ϕ is true in every world of

Î[T ]. Thus, all we have to do is prove that there exists one world X of Î[IS]
where the formula is false.

Consider one facet of the input model I where all the agents start with
distinct values, for example, I012 = {(b, 0), (g, 1), (w, 2)} ∈ I. This facet
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induces a subcomplex of I[IS], which we write I012[IS]. It consists of all
the worlds of the form (I012, c

012), where c is a sequential partition of the
agents. The figure below represents the subcomplex I012[IS]; the values
written inside the nodes represent the inputai atomic propositions.

0 1

2

0 1

2

01

0

2

1

2
01

2

According to Lemma 1, I012[IS] is a pseudomanifold with boundary.

Moreover, in the extended model Î[IS], the decision values induce a Sperner
coloring on its boundary. Indeed, let us first look at the extremal vertices
of the triangle, for example the bottom left (b, 0) vertex. The view of this
vertex is 0⊥⊥, so, it also belongs to the subcomplex I000[IS] where everyone
started with value 0. In this subcomplex, all the decision values must be 0,
otherwise the validity condition of the formula ϕ would be broken (which
would conclude our proof). So, this vertex must have the decision value 0.
Simularly, the bottom right vertex (g, 1) must decide 1, and the top vertex
(w, 2) must decide 2. We can reason similarly with the edge vertices. For
example, the view of the vertices on the bottom edge is 01⊥. So, they also
belong to the subcomplex I010[IS] where white has value 0. In this sub-
complex, all the decision values must be either 0 or 1, otherwise the validity
condition would not be satisfied.

Thus, by Sperner’s Lemma, there must be one world X of I012[IS] with

three different decision values. Then, it is easily checked that Î[IS], X 6|= ϕ,
which concludes the proof.

Note that, for simplicity, we illustrated the above proof with the case of
2-set agreement for 3 agents. The exact same proof would hold to prove the
impossibility of solving k-set agreement among k + 1 agents, in the iterated
immediate snapshot model.
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5. Conclusions

We have made a first step in several directions. The first one is the pro-
posal of using simplicial models to expose the higher-dimensional topological
information which is implicit in Kripke models. We have argued that this
topological information is of interest, for two reasons, which are well-known
in distributed computing, but seem to be novel in epistemic logic. First, when
agents communicate with each other, there are topological invariants that are
preserved, from the initial simplicial model I, to the simplicial model I[IS]
representing the knowledge after communication has taken place. Secondly,
these topological invariants in turn determine the coordinated decision that
the agents are able to take. Namely, the solvability of a distributed task for
a set of agents depends on such topological information.

We have also made a first step into defining a version of fault-tolerant
multi-agent DEL using simplicial complexes as models, providing a different
perspective from the classical knowledge approach based on Kripke frames.
DEL is convenient in this setting, but we expect that other formalisms could
have been used, such as directly using interpreted systems.

Usually in logic, a computational problem is given by a formula that spec-
ifies it. We have made a first step in defining problem specifications using a
DEL action model, instead of a formula. There are interesting open problems
in this direction too. We have seen that the impossibility of consensus or ap-
proximate agreement can be expressed as a formula, but in sequel work [37],
we define a notion of bisimulation for simplicial models and use it to prove
that there are tasks for which no such formula exists.

We have thus established a bridge between the theory of distributed com-
putability and epistemic logic. We illustrated the setting with a simple one-
round communication action model IS, that corresponds to a well-studied
situation in distributed computing, but many other models can be treated
similarly.

The research of this paper was initiated with the preliminary report [41].
In another preliminary report [42], we explore knowledge about the model
of distributed computing via DEL. A thorough account of the relationship
between DEL, simplicial models and distributed computing can be found
in [43, Chapter 3]. Many interesting questions are left for future work. For
instance, we have developed here all our theory on pure simplicial complexes,
where all the facets are of the same dimension. Extending it to complexes
with lower dimensional facets would allow us to model situations where the
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number of agents may vary, which corresponds in the context of distributed
computing to detectable failures. In a sequel to this paper [40], we explore
in more detail various other issues like bisimulation, locality and belief.

It is known to be undecidable whether a task is solvable in the immediate
snapshot model, even for three processes [44, 45], and hence the connec-
tion we establish with DEL implies that it is undecidable whether certain
knowledge has been gained in multi-round immediate snapshot action mod-
els, but further work is needed to study this issue. Future work is needed
to study bisimulations and their relation to the simulations studied in task
computability [46]. It would be of interest to study other distributed com-
puting settings, especially those which have stronger communication objects
available, and which are known to yield complexes that might not preserve
the topology of the input complex.
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